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In order to evaluate the coal pillar stability in recovery of residual room pillars under different mining rates, this paper studies the
influence of loading rate on the mechanical properties of the coal body. +e uniaxial compression tests of coal samples in
Yangcheng area at different loading rates were carried out with the MTS815 electrohydraulic servo rock mechanics test system.
+e stress-strain curves and the evolution characteristics of AE signals were analyzed. At same time, the mechanism of damage
and failure of specimens are also discussed.+e results show the following. (1)With the increase in loading rate, the ultimate stress
and ultimate strain of specimens decrease first and then increase. (2) Loading rate has a significant effect on the stability ad-
justment of specimens. With the decrease in loading rate, the earlier the stress adjustment is, the larger the adjustment range is,
and the failure mode changes from shear failure to tensile failure. (3) In addition, when the loading rate increases, the AE evolves
from continuous dense to discrete catastrophe, which indicates that the failure of the sample at a larger loading rate is sudden,
which is not conducive to the maintenance of the stability of the coal pillar. (4) Finally, the failure mechanism of the specimen
structure under different loading rates is obtained, and the improvement measures for the effect of mining velocity of working face
on the stability of coal pillar are put forward.+e results reveal the loading rate effect of mechanical properties of coal and provide
a reference for controlling the stability of the residual coal pillar.

1. Introduction

As a natural disaster, instability of coal pillar often poses a
serious threat to safe and efficient mining, especially in
room-pillar mining [1, 2]. +ere are a large number of re-
sidual coal pillars left in room-pillar re-mined panels, and
these pillars play an essential role in the stability of the
working face [3]. +erefore, it is very important to study the
instability and failure mechanism of coal pillars for the safe
mining of room-pillar residual coal.

In room-pillar mining, the main parameters affecting the
stability of coal pillars are pillar material, pillar width, pillar
height, and roof strength [4, 5]. Scholars at home and abroad
have done a lot of research in this field. Yu et al. studied the
influence of geometric parameters of mining on the stability
of pillars by numerical simulation [6]. Zhou et al. studied the
influence of backfilling paste on the stability of pillars and

obtained the mechanism of the influence of backfilling paste
on the stability of residual pillars [7]. Cording observed the
pillars of shale reservoirs and concluded that the instability
of pillars is mainly caused by the combination of stress
slabbing and slaking on the surface of pillars [8]. Based on
the energy catastrophe theory, Zhou et al. studied the in-
fluence of the constitutive equation and shape of the pillar in
the goaf of gypsum mine on its stability and put forward the
necessary and sufficient conditions for the instability of the
pillar [9]. Zhou et al. analyzed the influence of geometric
parameters in the roof-pillar support system and obtained
the classification standard of goaf stability [10, 11]. Vida
studied the influence of pillar width on pillar stability [12].
Zhou et al. studied the influence of dynamic load on the
stability of adjacent coal pillars during excavation by the
numerical simulation method [13]. Obviously, in the past,
scholars have conducted in-depth research on pillars.
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However, with the increase in mining intensity, the rate of
stress adjustment in coal pillar will increase significantly
[14]. Practice and research show that the increase in ad-
vancing speed of working face will affect the stress envi-
ronment of coal and rock, change the law of deformation
and failure of coal and rock, and increase the difficulty of
mining [15, 16]. +erefore, the study of coal mechanical
response under different loading rates will have important
theoretical guidance and practical significance for ensuring
the stability of pillars.

In the study of loading rate on rock mechanics, most
scholars believe that rock strength increases with the in-
crease in loading rate [17–21]. For example, Alam et al.
believed that strength, modulus of elasticity, and ultimate
strain increased with the increase in loading rate [22–24].
For soft rock, previous tests show that rock strength is not
sensitive to loading rate. Liang’s results show that the effect
of loading rate on salt rock is very weak [25]. In addition,
Wasantha et al. believed that the strength of specimens with
larger particle size would increase at a low loading rate [26].
Similarly, the effect of loading rate on the mechanical
properties of coal samples has not been clearly concluded
[27, 28].

In addition to mechanical properties and failure char-
acteristics, acoustic emission (AE) is also used as one of the
characteristic parameters to study the mechanical response
of loading rate to coal and rock. Because of the instability of
the coal pillar in the process, the damage inside the coal pillar
will determine the form of macrodamage. Previous scholars
have studied the effect of rock types and loading paths on
crack propagation through in situ emission but did not
consider the effect of loading rate on crack propagation
[29, 30]. +is is the main content of this paper.

+e main purpose of this paper is to study the effects of
loading rate on the deformation and mechanical charac-
teristics of coal samples through experiments. Furthermore,
the internal mechanism of failure strength and failure modes
of specimens are explained by means of AE from the mi-
crocosmic point of view of crack propagation.

2. Methodology

+e strain rate is the strain that occurs in the sample per unit
time. According to the type of loading test machine and the
mechanical state of rock, strain rate can be divided into
creep, static/quasistatic, quasidynamic, dynamic, impact,
and so on, as shown in Figure 1 [31–33]. According to Li’s
research results, the loading rate in quasistatic range is
studied in this paper.

In this paper, the stress state of coal pillar is simplified as
a uniaxial compression model [34, 35]. +erefore, the in-
fluence of mining rate on the stability of coal pillar can be
transformed into the influence of strain rate on coal sample
under uniaxial compression [36]. +e schematic diagram of
the model is shown in Figure 2.

2.1.Subsection. All testing was carried out on coal specimens
prepared from block samples which were taken from the
Baigou Coal Mine 3# Coal, located in Shanxi Province. +e

rock blocks were picked up just after the excavation and
transported to the laboratory, where the samples
(Φ25× 50mm) were cored to ensure that the nonparallelism
of the top and bottom surfaces is less than 0.05mm and that
the surface evenness is less than 0.02mm according to
specifications [37]. A total of 12 samples were prepared, four
groups (each group contained 3 samples), and numbered
separately. +e loading conditions of each specimen are
shown in Table 1.

2.2. Test Method. +e experimental system consists of an
axially loaded subsystem and an AE monitoring subsystem,
as shown in Figure 3.

In the experiment, the variable is the loading rate, and
the collected data are mainly load, displacement, and AE.
+e loading system of this experiment is MTS815 hydraulic
servo testing machine. To study the effect of loading rate on
samples at different scales, the loading conditions in this
experiment were displacement loading, which were
5×10−7m/s, 5×10−6m/s, 1.7×10−6m/s, and 5×10−5m/s,
respectively. In order to ensure the accuracy and reliability of
AE data, the sample and AE probe are coated with coupling
agent and fixed together with white tape. Before the ex-
periment, the reliability of the AE probe is tested by tapping
on the sample. In order to make the AE data correspond to
the stress data in time, the AE data will be collected at the
beginning of the experiment when the stress-strain curve
appears on the loading acquisition system. +e above ex-
perimental methods are sufficient to obtain the mechanical
characteristics and emission distribution of samples under
different loading rates.

3. Results

3.1. Test Results. Uniaxial compression tests with different
loading rates were performed on the samples, and the results
are shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the stress-strain curves
of coal under different loading rates have a compaction
process with the strain of 0.01. +is shows that there are a lot
of microcracks in the sample before loading, and the
microcracks at different loading rates have enough time to be
closed. At the junction of elastic stage and compaction stage,
the greater the loading rate is, the smaller the stress ad-
justment is. At the junction of the elastic stage and the
compaction stage, the stress adjustment at the middle of two
loading rates is larger than that at the high and low loading
rates. At the stage of elastic and crack stable propagation, the
stress-strain curves at different loading rates basically remain
unchanged. In the stage of unstable fracture propagation, the
stress-strain curve is adjusted most obviously when the
loading rate is 5×10−7m/s. However, there is no obvious
stress adjustment at the other three loading rates. On the
whole, with the increase in loading rate, the strength of
specimens first decreases and then increases. However, when
the loading rate is 5×10−7m/s, the strength and strain of the
specimens increase abnormally. +is indicates that the
fracture process of the specimens at the loading rate of
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5×10−7m/s is different from that at other three loading
rates.

As shown in Figure 5, with the decrease in loading rate,
both ultimate stress and ultimate strain show a decreasing
trend. However, when the loading rate is 5×10−7m/s, the
ultimate stress and strain increase, as shown in Figures 5(a)
and 5(c). +ere is no direct relationship between the elastic
modulus and loading rate, and the failure time shows a
negative exponential relationship with the decrease in
loading rate, as shown in Figures 5(b) and 5(d).

3.2. Acoustic Emission. +e strain energy released by the
generation and expansion of cracks in the process of coal
deformation will propagate outward in the form of elastic
waves, which is called acoustic emission (AE). So, AE can
reflect the evolution process of rock damage in time. +e
Kaiser effect is the memory effect of material AE on its stress
process. In other words, when the stress exceeds the max-
imum stress before loading, a large amount of AE occurs in
rock. In this paper, the Kaiser point is determined by finding
the sudden change point in the relationship between the
number of AE counts and the time stress.

+e following can be seen from Figure 6. (1) +e energy
and counts of AE decrease with the increase in loading rate,

which indicates that within the scope of the study, when the
loading rate is higher, the cracks in the specimen will also
develop worse, and the internal integrity of the sample is the
better. (2) With the increase in loading rate, the attenuation
gradient of AE energy and quantity is different, that is, the
energy per unit number of AE counts is not equal. +is
shows that the size of crack propagating is different under
different loading rates.

According to the number of AE counts and energy, the
process of rock compression failure can be divided into four
stages: crack closure, elastic deformation, stable crack
propagation, and unstable crack propagation [38], as shown
in Figure 7. According to the analysis of Figure 7, the AE
characteristics of the samples have the following charac-
teristics: (1) with the increase in loading rate, the magnitude
and the number of stress adjustment before peak value
decrease gradually; (2) with the increase in loading rate, the
maximum number of AE counts and energy moves from the
peak value of residual stress to the peak value of stress; (3)
with the increase in loading rate, AE evolves from multipeak
to single-peak, from continuous dense to discrete cata-
strophic; (4) with the increase in loading rate, the increasing
rate peak of the total number of AE counts and energy is
closer to the peak stress; and (5) with the increase in loading
rate, the stress at the Kaiser point of AE increases gradually.

After analysis, the above characteristics are mainly due to
the following reasons. Coal is a kind of rock with loose
structure and wide distribution of microfissures. Experi-
ments show that in the stage of crack closure, microcracks
begin to close, and no new cracks occur at the same time.
+erefore, there is no significant change in the AE signal at
this stage.
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Gob area

Coal pillar

Coal seamFloor
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Figure 2: A schematic of room and pillar recovery in residual coal seam: (a) plane view of room and pillar recovery in residual coal seam;
(b) the simplified model of coal pillar stress condition; (c) coal samples.

Table 1: Loading conditions of samples.

Coal samples Loading rates (m/s)
H3-1, H3-2, H3-3 5×10−7

H3-4, H3-5, H3-6 5×10−6

H3-7, H3-8, H3-9 1.7×10−5

H3-10, H3-11, H3-12 5×10−5

10–8 10–7 10–6 10–5 10–4 10–3 10–2 10–1 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 s–1

Creep Static/quasi-static Quasi-dynamic/ISR Dynamic Impact

Figure 1: Stress state of rocks under different strain rates.
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In the elastic deformation stage, the number of AE
counts and the energy values has no significant changes at
different loading rates, which is consistent with previous
studies. At the same time, there is a phenomenon of stress
adjustment but no obvious AE in samples. Moreover, with
the increase in loading rate, the magnitude and the number
of stress adjustments become smaller and smaller. +is
indicates that the stress adjustment at this stage is due to the
elastic deformation caused by the inhomogeneity in the
specimen, rather than new damage. At the later stage of
elastic stage, microcracks begin to crack slowly and the

number of AE begins to increase. In addition, the higher the
loading rate is, the more compact the specimen will be
pressed at this stage and the greater the stress of the
regenerated crack will be. So, the Kaiser point moved back.

In the stage of stable crack propagation, the smaller the
loading rate is, the smaller the increment of internal stress in
coal samples will be. +erefore, the microcracks in the
sample can be fully expanded. In contrast, the larger the
loading rate is, the less themicrocracks will expand.With the
continuation of loading, the development of microcracks at
different loading rates will be different at this stage.
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curve under different loading rates.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the test system.
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Figure 5:Mechanical characteristic curves under different loading rates: (a) the relationship between ultimate stress and loading rate; (b) the
relationship between elastic modulus and loading rate; (c) the relationship between ultimate strain and loading rate; (d) the relationship
between time and loading rate.
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Figure 6: +e cumulative AE energy and counts curves under different loading rates: (a) the relationship between AE energy and loading
rate; (b) the relationship between AE counts and loading rate.
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Figure 7: Continued.
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+erefore, with the increase in loading rate, AE evolves from
multipeak to single-peak, from continuous dense to discrete
catastrophe.

In the stage of unstable crack propagation, microcracks
continue to expand and macrocracks continue to form.
When macrocracks penetrate each other, the specimen will
be destroyed. With the increase in loading rate, the mac-
rocrack of the specimen is relatively single. When the
specimen is destroyed, the residual bearing capacity is lost.
However, when the loading rate is small, the macroscopic
cracks are complex. When the specimen is destroyed, it still
has residual bearing capacity. +at is to say, the larger the
loading rate is, the more sudden the failure is, which means
that the closer the peak value of fracture increment is to the
peak value of stress. +erefore, with the increase in loading
rate, the incremental peak of the total number of AE counts
and energy is closer to the peak stress.

3.3. Failure Mode. Past studies have shown that the failure
modes of coal pillars are mainly divided into four types [39],
as shown in Figure 8. In this experiment, the failure modes of
specimens under different loading rates can be seen in
Figure 9. From Figure 9, it can be seen that with the increase
in loading rate, the order of fracture modes of specimens is
breakage-tension failure, compression-shear failure, and
single shear failure. With the increase in loading rate, the
evolution order of fracture modes of specimens is as shown
in Figures 8(a)–8(c). +e different failure modes of speci-
mens under different loading rates are mainly due to the
differential development of microcracks in the stage of
unstable crack propagation. With the increase in loading
rate, the stress increases rapidly and the microcracks develop
less and less. +e failure mode of specimens is single shear
failure. When the loading rate is low, the microcracks are

abundant in the specimen. When the specimen reaches the
failure condition, there are many cracks in the specimen,
which results in tension failure.

4. Discussion

4.1. Failure Mechanism. Previous studies have shown that
the adjustment of load-bearing structure during loading will
affect the development of microcracks and then affect the
strength of specimens [39, 40]. In this paper, in order to
explain the mechanism of the effect of loading rate on the
mechanical and deformation characteristics of specimens,
“Weak Structure” (WS) and “Hard Bearing Structure” (HBS)
are introduced. It is assumed that the specimen is mainly
composed of two kinds of structures, i.e., WS and HBS. WS
mainly plays the role of adjusting the internal stress of the
specimen, and HBS determines the strength and failure
mode of the specimen. From the plane view, the weak
structure is surrounded by the hard structure, as shown in
Figure 10. +e green vertical line in Figure 10 represents the
HBS and the yellow vertical line represents the WS.

At the initial stage of loading, there is structural het-
erogeneity in the specimen, which will be expressed by the
length of different structures. When the specimen is loaded,
the compaction stage is an adaptive adjustment process of
the porosity of the specimen, which has nothing to do with
the structure. At this time, the sample structure did not play
a major role in bearing capacity. After further compression
deformation, a small part of HBS and most of WS of the
specimen contact with the indenter on the testing machine
and produce deformation. During the whole elastic defor-
mation stage, the two structures of the specimens did not
break.

When the loading continues, the specimen enters the
stable crack propagation and unstable crack propagation
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Figure 7: AE counts-AE energy-stress-time curves under different loading rates: (a) AE counts-stress-time curves when the loading rate is
5×10−7m/s; (b) AE energy-stress-time curves when the loading rate is 5×10−7m/s; (c) AE counts-stress-time curves when the loading rate
is 5×10−6m/s; (d) AE energy-stress-time curves when the loading rate is 5×10−6m/s; (e) AE counts-stress-time curves when the loading
rate is 1.7×10−5m/s; (f ) AE energy-stress-time curves when the loading rate is 1.7×10−5m/s; (g) AE counts-stress-time curves when the
loading rate is 5×10−5m/s; (h) AE energy-stress-time curves when the loading rate is 5×10−5m/s.
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stage. When the loading rate is small, the increase rate of
stress in the specimen is small, so WS will be fully destroyed
and adjusted. After continually experiencing the process of
breaking-compaction-breaking, a number of HBS with
uneven forces are adjusted to the optimum stress state inside
the specimen, which leads to the increase in the effective
bearing area on the cross section of the specimen. +e
strength of the specimens increases because of the decrease
in “damage quantity.” At the same time, due to the failure of
many WS in samples, there are many internal cracks. When
the specimen is destroyed, the fracture forms are complex
and varied, as shown in Figures 9(a) and 11(a).

With the increase in loading rate, the failure time of
specimen decreases and the number of WS decreases, which
leads to inadequate stress adjustment of HBS. On the one
hand, with the increase in loading speed, the number of
damages of WS decreases, which is shown by the decrease in
damage amount and the increase in apparent strength. On

the other hand, the stress concentration of the HBS can
easily lead to the breakage of the bearing structure, resulting
in the decrease in the apparent strength and the compres-
sion-shear failure mode of the specimen. +erefore, the
mechanical properties of the specimens show that the
strength of the specimens decreases with the increase in
loading rate, as shown in Figure 11(c).

+e loading rate continues to increase, and WS hardly
breaks. At this time, although the stress state of the HBS is
not optimized, its surrounding structure maintains its in-
tegrity and changes from the adjusted biaxial force to the
triaxial force.+erefore, with the increase in loading rate, the
strength of specimens will continue to increase, and the
failure mode presents shear failure, as shown in Figures 9(d)
and 11(b). +us, in the whole loading range, the strength of
the specimen decreases first and then increases.

+erefore, WS and HBS play an important role in the
failure process of specimens.+e effect of WS on the damage
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Figure 8: Diagram of pillar failure modes: (a) lateral spalling; (b) splitting inside pillar; (c) compression-shear failure; (d) joint failure.
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of specimens is as follows. On the one hand, the internal WS
is adjusted to optimize the loading conditions of the HBS
and increases the effective bearing area of the structure. On
the other hand, the fracture of theWS will also cause damage
in the specimen, thus reducing the effective bearing area.+e
strength of HBS specimens plays a decisive role and controls
the failure mode of the specimens.

4.2. On-Site Control Measures. In previous studies, labora-
tory AE signals can be used to represent microseismic signals
in the field [41]. From the conclusion of this paper, it can be
concluded that in order to provide early warning infor-
mation and control measures for the stability of field coal

pillars, it is necessary to detect the stress, roof subsidence,
and microseismic signals in the pillars during the re-mining
of room-pillar residual coal. When the stress in the coal
pillar increases slowly and the roof subsides slowly, the
microseismic signal after filtering noise in the coal pillar is
continuously observed. When the stress in the coal pillar
increases slowly and the roof subsides slowly, the micro-
seismic signal after filtering noise in the coal pillar is con-
tinuously observed. If the magnitude of the microseismic
signal is smaller than that of the failure signal and presents a
continuous distribution, then it can be determined that the
advancing speed of the working face should belong to a
slower range at this time. If the magnitude of the micro-
seismic signal is smaller than that of the failure signal and

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 9: Failure modes of samples under different loading rates: (a) the loading rate is 5×10−7m/s; (b) the loading rate is 5×10−6m/s;
(c) the loading rate is 1.7×10−5m/s; (d) the loading rate is 5×10−5m/s.

Coal sample

Weak structure

Hard bearing 
structure

Figure 10: Failure model of sample structure.
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shows a sudden change distribution, then it can be deter-
mined that the advancing speed of the working face should
be between slower and faster at this time. When the stress
increase speed and roof subsidence speed are severe, re-
searchers should continuously observe the microseismic
signal after noise removal in the coal pillar. If the magnitude
of the microseismic signal is much smaller than that of the
failure signal, the velocity of the working face is determined
to be in a fast range. +erefore, through the comprehensive
analysis of the three different informations, the early
warning and control of the stability of coal pillars can be
realized.

(1) If the advancing speed of the working face is slower,
the signals satisfy the characteristics of slower
loading rate. +is shows that the peak strength and
residual strength of the coal pillar are large, and the
coal pillar is relatively broken. In order to increase
cohesion and integrity of coal pillars and enhance
residual support capacity of coal pillars, bolt-mesh
combined support should be adopted.

(2) When the advancing speed of the working face is
very fast, the stress of the coal pillar remains un-
changed, and the microseismic signal basically does
not exist. At this time, attention should be paid to the
prevention of coal burst caused by the sudden de-
struction of coal pillars. On the one hand, to protect
coal pillars, bolting force should be increased, and
grouting process should be increased, so as to im-
prove the cohesion and strength of coal pillars. On
the other hand, for other coal pillars, pressure can be
relieved by drilling holes to increase the fracture
volume of coal pillars. +e influence of faster mining
rate on coal pillar is transferred to that of normal
rate.

(3) In other cases, the strength of coal pillar is low, and
the failure mode may be complex compression-shear
failure. Protective measures should be taken into
consideration in the light of the actual use of coal
pillars.

In summary, in order to ensure the stability of coal pillar
in working face, the mining rate of working face is not
necessarily the slower the better. +e optimum mining rate
should be determined according to the on-site detection
information and specific conditions.

5. Conclusions

(1) +e stress adjustment is obviously influenced by the
loading rate. If the loading rate is lower, the stress
adjustment is earlier.

(2) With the increase in loading rate, the magnitude of
stress adjustment before peak value decreases
gradually, and the number of adjustment decreases
gradually; the maximum number of AE counts and
energy moves from the peak value of residual stress
to the peak value of stress. +e increase rate peak of
the total number of AE counts and total energy is
closer to the peak stress, and the trend of AE evo-
lution is from multipeak to single-peak, from con-
tinuous intensive to discrete catastrophic; the failure
trend of the specimens is presented as follows:
breakage-tension failure, compression-shear failure,
and single shear failure.

(3) +e failure mechanism of the specimens is deter-
mined by both WS and HBS. With the increase in
loading rate, the effect of WS decreases gradually.
HBS mainly determines the strength and failure
mode of specimens.

(4) +e failure strength and mode of coal pillars in situ
are initially identified by data and experimental
results of field detection. When the advancing speed
of the working face is small, the cohesion and in-
tegrity of the coal pillar should be increased and the
residual supporting capacity of the coal pillar should
be improved. On the one hand, when the advancing
speed of working face increases, the strength of safety
coal pillars should be improved. On the other hand,
for other coal pillars, the influence range of velocity
should be transferred.

Breaking structure

δ δ

(a)

Fracture

δ δ

(b)

δ δ

(c)

Figure 11: Failure structure of samples under different loading rates: (a) the loading rate is 5×10−7m/s; (b) the loading rate is 5×10−5m/s;
(c) other loading rates.
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